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SUMMARIES 
We discuss the work of the nineteenth century 
Colombian mathematician, Indalecio Lievano, on the 
foundations of real numbers. His work (from 1856) 
pre-dates that of Cantor, Dedekind and Meray. 
Nous pr&sentons la theorie arithmetique des nombres 
reels d'Indalecio Lievano, mathematicien colombien du 
dernier si&le. Son travail (1856) fut publig avant ces 
de Cantor, Dedekind et Meray. 
El prop&it0 de este ensayo es dar a conocer 10s 
esfuerzos aislados de un entonces joven profesor 
colombiano, Indalecio Ligvano (1834-1913), para construir 
una teoria aritmetica de 10s ni?meros inconmensurables. 
Estos esfuerzos se encuentran publicados en su 
Tratado Elemental de Aritmetica y tras de ellos esta 
presente el convencimiento de Lievano de que 10s m&s 
grandes y numerosos obst&ulos que se presentan para 
avanzar en las ramas superiores de la matedtica dependen 
de la "ignorancia en 10s principios i propiedades de 10s 
ncmeros que son de1 dominio de la Aritmetica". En esto 
concordaba con K. Weierstrass y otros, quienes, en la 
sexta d&cada de1 siglo pasado, sintieron la necesidad de 
una formulaci& aritmgtica mhs precisa de 10s fundamentos 
de 10s nijmeros reales. La fecha de publicaci6n de su 
Tratado coloca a Lievano entre 10s precursores de este 
proceso aritmetizador. 
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In this paper we give an account of the isolated work of 
Indalecio Lievano on the arithmetical theory of the irrational 
numbers. 
He was born in Carmen de Apicala, on May 21, 1834, and 
died in Bogota on November 20, 1913. In addition to 
[LiBvano, 18561 and [LiBvano, 18711 he published a textbook in 
Algebra [Lievano, 18751 and several attempts to prove Euclid’s 
parallel postulate. 
Lievano’s ideas were first published in his textbook 
“Tratado Elemental de Aritmetica” [Lie’vano 18561, and this 
date establishes him as one of the forerunners in the arith- 
metization of the real number system. Later on, he reproduced 
them verbatim in [Li&ano 18711. Li&ano was fully convinced 
that the greatest obstacles to advancement in the learning of 
higher mathematics lay in the “ignorance of the principles and 
properties of numbers belonging to the realm of Arithmetic”, 
[Lievano 1856, Preface]. On this he agreed with 
K. Weierstrass and others, who in the years between 1860 and 
1880 felt the need of a more precise arithmetical formulation 
of the foundations of the real number system. 
We now discuss Lievano’s presentation. Following the 
usual definition of that time of commensurability and incom- 
mensurabilityofquantities with respect to a given unit 
quantity, he defines number as “the result of the comparison 
of an arbitrary quantity with the unit”. Then in the first 
part of his Tratado, he restricts himself to commensurable 
quantities, establishing a clear and plain distinction 
between concrete numbers (when the unit is determined as in 
0.5 inches) and abstract numbers (otherwise). While studying 
the commutative and associative properties of addition and 
multiplication, he also takes great care to show that these 
results for abstract numbers are independent of the unit used 
to prove the same for concrete numbers. In other words, he 
shows that these results for abstract numbers, which are 
equivalence classes, are independent of the representative. 
He then introduces his readers to decimal notation, proving 
afterwards that every (positive) rational number admits 
either a finite decimal expansion or an infinite periodic 
decimal expansion. At this point, he intends to fill “the 
most notorious gap in Arithmetic”, consisting in that even 
“the best authors have, without demonstration, applied to the 
incommensurable numbers the general properties of the commen- 
surable ones” [Lie’vano 1856, 1161. He begins by observing 
that an infinite non-periodic decimal expansion never repre- 
sents a commensurable quantity, so if something is represented 
by it, this must be an incommensurable quantity. 
lie remarks next that for an incommensurable quantity it 
is possible to obtain: 
..a fraction representing it with an error smaller than 
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any given quantity. 'For we may divide the unit in a 
sufficiently large number of equal parts so that each 
one of them is smaller than the given quantity....; and 
then the fraction whose numerator equals the number of 
times this small part fits into the quantity, and whose 
denominator is the number of parts in which the unit has 
been divided, satisfies the required condition. Now if 
we wish a closer approximation, we approximate within 
some error the remaining incommensurable part, and we 
add this new (commensurable) number to the previous one: 
and if we suppose that this series of operations contin- 
ues indefinitely, we may consider the quantity as 
exactly expressed by the sum of an infinite number Of 
(commensurable) numbers. We shall call an incommensur- 
able number the exact expression of an incommensurable 
quantity with respect to the unit. Therefore every 
continuous quantity, compared with the unit, can be 
represented by a (concrete, i.e. when the unit is deter- 
mined) number, either commensurable or incommensurable. 
[Lie’vano 1856, 1171. 
Lievano’s originality and boldness at his time and milieu 
consist in thinking of an incommensurable number (the result 
of comparing an incommensurable quantity with the unit) as the 
series itself, i .e., as the sequence of partial sums of 
commensurable numbers obtained by successive approximations. 
He also knows that it is indispensable to show that the con- 
crete incommensurable number is independent of the way we 
approximate it, since he admits that it can be defined by any 
of the possible series approximating it. In this regard he is 
quite close to Weierstrass’ genetic conception of real numbers 
Let us see how he achieves this: 
189 - We proceed to extend to the incommensurable number 
the general properties of the commensurable number. 
1. If two incommensurable numbers taken concretely 
represent equal quantities, taken abstractly or referred 
to any other unit they also will be equal. 
We know (no. 112) [This and other citations made by 
Li6vano refer to parts of his book. ] that this prop- 
osition is true for commensurable numbers. 
Let A and B be two incommensurable numbers. Since 
each incommensurable number is the sum of an infinite 
number of commensurable ones, as we have already seen, 
we may put: 
A = a + a' + a" + a"' + aiv + . . . 
B=b+b' + b" + b"' + biv + . . . 
a, a', a", etc., b, b', b", etc. being commensurable 
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numbers. 
I say that if A = B for a certain unit, they also 
will be equal for any other unit. 
If the two numbers are identical, the proposition 
is true, for if 
a = a', b = b' I a" = b", etc., 
with respect to the primitive unit, all these equalities 
will hold with respect to any other unit, since for com- 
mensurable numbers the proposition is true. 
If the two numbers are not identical, we are going 
to prove that one of them can be identically transformed 
into the other. Let us take in the number A the sum of 
an arbitrary number of summands, e.g., a + a’ + a". It 
is plain that in the concrete number B we may take 
(no. 188) a certain number of summands whose sum is 
greater than a + a' + a"; say, for example: 
b f b' + b" + b"' > a + a' + a" 
and let K be their difference; then K will be commensur- 
able. We will have 
B=a+a' + a" + K + biv + . . . 
and we already have three summands a, a', a" of A con- 
tained identically in B. 
Iniche same manner, we would prove that the summands 
a' I I , a , etc. are also identically contained in the 
remaining part K + biv + . . . of B; then even when the 
two numbers are not identical, one of them can be iden- 
tically transformed into the other. 
A close examination of the foregoing argument shows that 
it is equivalent to the statement that the difference of two 
partial sums, one taken from A and the other from B, can be 
made as small as desired if we allow enough terms in them. 
Actually his main goal has been to prove that if, say, 
we have fi [inches] and fi [metres] and if 
fi [inches] = a [inches] + a’ [inches] + . . . 
fi [metres] = b [metres] + b’ [metres] + . . . , 
then 
a+a’+ . . . =b+b’+ . . . . 
both series taken as (formal) sums of abstract commensurable 
numbers, in the sense already indicated. 
He is now able to prove that 
2. The sum of various incommensurable numbers is inde- 
pendent of the unit to which they are referred, 
but he seems not to notice explicitly that using the same 
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arguments the sum is also independent of the representations 
by series, which, in the modern view, would make consistent 
expressions such as 
A + B = (a + b) + (al + b’) + (a” + b”) + . . . 
used explicitly throughout his work. He can affirm 
Proposition 2 because 
. . the sum is nothing but the simple indication with the 
+ sign of all summands that build up the numbers, and 
any grouping in the sum will always represent the sum of 
the summands taken, even if they are referred to another 
unit. This principle is thus an immediate result of the 
fact that for commensurable numbers the proposition is 
true (no. 122). 
As a consequence of the above, he deduces the following prop- 
ositions : 
3. The difference of two incommensurable numbers is 
independent of the unit to which they are referred. 
4. If two incommensurable numbers taken concretely 
satisfy a certain inequality, then taken abstractly 
they will also satisfy the same inequality. 
Next, he defines the multiplication of two incommensur- 
able numbers and shows that it is a commutative operation. In 
order to accomplish this he takes two incommensurable numbers, 
A = a + a’ + . . . and B = b + b’ + . . . and says: 
Since we know that the product must be composed of the 
multiplicand as the multiplier is composed of the unit, 
we shall know that the product of A and B will be 
composed first of A as indicated by b; secondly, of A 
as indicated by b'; thirdly, of A as indicated by b", 
and so forth; and since we have shown at the beginning 
(of the book) the principle that in order to make a 
quantity a certain number of times greater or smaller 
it suffices to make the same number of times greater 
or smaller each one of its parts, it is evident that 
(1) A X B = ab + a'b + . . . + ab' C a'b' + . . . 
In this manner he has shown that multiplication is 
independent of the unit to which the multiplicand is referred. 
To prove that the-product is independent of the order of the 
factors, he continues as follows: 
We shall have 
(2) B X A = ba + b'a + . . . + ba' + b'a' + . . . 
The right-hand sides of the equalities (1) and (2) are 
equal, since an arbitrary term ab of the first has its 
equal ba in the second; therefore the left-hand sides 
will be also equal, that is, 
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AXB=BXA 
Therefore in a product with two factors their order 
does not alter the product. [pp. 119-1201 
As a consequence of this he obtains the following result: 
The quotient of two incommensurable numbers is also 
independent of the unit to which the dividend and the 
divisor are referred. [p. 1211 
He finally ends his presentation with the following 
remark : 
With the introduction of incommensurable numbers the 
general abstract number acquires the attribute of a 
continuous quantity, which is a principle of the great- 
est importance. [p. 1211 
We do not pretend that LiGvano’s work is complete and 
impeccable. Indeed, in no place does he mention the possi- 
bilityofadding a commensurable number to an incommensurable 
one. Moreover, the associative and commutative properties of 
addition for incommensurable numbers are not even mentioned, 
perhaps because he considers them as obvious consequences of 
the definitions and the corresponding properties for commen- 
surable numbers. This list could be enlarged. Since his 
Tratado is intended for high-school students, the limitations 
in expounding a more complete theory are quite understandable. 
However, we should like to mention that in his foreword 
he claims to have discovered another way to fill the “notor- 
ious gap”, but its difficulty prevents him from explaining it 
to his high-school students. It is almost certain that he was 
thinking of absolutely convergent series of decimal fractions, 
as can be inferred from his own remarks [1856, 1171 and a paper 
written later by his former student Julio Garavito [1897]. 
Incidentally , in that paper Garavito promises to exhibit a 
parallel between Ligvano’s exposition and that of Meray’s. He 
never does it! 
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